Almost as simple are the cases here treated of alpha decay of 125-neutron isoton~s to 123~neutron daughters, Slnce 124 neutrons lS a subshell before the filling of the P l / 2 neutrons .
. ~ecently the shell model alpha decay theory was carefully 3 re-exa~ine~ and ~ revised ~ersion derived[2J with a renormalization of the alpha projection probability amplitude GCR), de~ignated in th the revised theory GNCR). The revised theory[3J systematically enhances the absolute decay rates but does not much affect the relative rates in 211po and 211 Bi .
There is experimental alpha decay information from ground . 209 211 213 states of the 125-neutron lsotones Po, Rn, and Ra.
Furthermore, the alpha branching of 213mRa is reported In the preceding article[4J, and indeed these new results were a stimulus to make the alpha theoretical calculations here described.
Decay. Rate Calcula~ion from the 1/2-Ground States
The neutron configuration of each parent 12S-neutron . . -1 .
1sotone w111 be assumed as a Pl/2 hole 1n the 126 neutron shell.
In the 123-neutron daughter states there will be appreciable configuration mixing, and it is essential that the mixing be taken into account. We use th~ 20S pb wave furictions of Arvieu et alES] in this study~ As they point out, the main mixing is of pairing type among seniority-l stateB. The neutron-hole pair, coupled to 4 zero, is distributed among the neutron orbitals of the 82-126 shell with amplitudes given in their Table 3 .
Consider first the decay to the S/2-ground state, the Igo's exponential potential [9] gives values which are larger by about a factor 2, and Igo's best fit W60ds-Saxon potential [9] , values which are smaller by about a factor 5. :.)
rd;
Taking this pure configuration. would decrease our rates by a factor' 9.5. Therefore, w~ do not consider our favoured and unfavoured rates to be in serious relatiye disagreement.
There remalns an overalL factor of about 10 which is too large to be explained by the uncertainty in the penetrability discussed ~ . .
above.
It is likely th~t this ~i~~~epancy'is due to our primitive Bi given by this formula were, fOund [3] in g06d agr~ement with experiment. The~'differende to the present calculation is that here the radii R are typically 0.2 to m 0.4 fm smaller than for 211po and 211Bi~ A better reaction theory could well be sensitive also to the position of these maxima.
We have' so· far in these calculations neglected a ,correction factor for radon and radium of the square of~afractional parentage coefficient (c.f.p.) for the (h9/2)~+(h9/2)~-2 proton configurations.
This fact9r, which in pairing th~ory terms is simply 5 times the product of the fullness probability of h9/2 in the parent times the n [10-(n-2)] emptiness probability in the daughter, is 5'10 .
10 That is, the 86Rn rates should be multiplied by 1.6 and ~he 88Ra rates should be multipli~d by 1.8. with a hole pair in the i13/2 orbital. Table 3 gives the numerical results, and Fig. 1 plots th~ final ~ecay rate constants.
It is evi~ent from Fig .. 1, d~spite the large uncertainty in the data, that the 17/2-assignment is indicated for the lsomer.
The 13/2+ assignment would put a relatively large intensity to the 3/2-second excited state, contrapy to experiment.
For the 17/2-assignment the absolute theoretical rates exceed experiment, but this behavior is similar to that for the ground state decay 6f all the three 125-neutron isotones examined.
The illustration of the "electric transition" rule [12] for hindered alpha transitions can be seen in the alpha matrix element column of Table 3 . spin nature of the alpha particle, states that in such cases of unlike type the higher L couplings are preferred over lower L couplings, and this lS seen to be the case by an increase of the reduced width of a factor of 12.5 ln going from L=5 to 9. For these large L values the ce~trifugalbarrie~ effect outweighs the intrinsic matrix element trend, and L=9 is predicted (last column of Table 3) to be an order of magnitude weaker than the L=5 component. For the decay to P3/2 the orbitals are of like type, and the intrinsic matrix elem~nts prefer the lower L coupling. The net effect of the "electric transition" rule is that hindrance factors will be higher'
for unlike orbital combinations. Thus, for the i13/2 assignment the predicted intensity ratio of 3/2-:5/2-groups approaches unity despite the energy difference. It is not justified to \ apply the rule to j=1/2 orbitals. The 17/2-assignment gives a strong preference for ground state '5/2-decay mainly because a lower L value (6) is allowed than for other groups.
It is of some theoretical interest to compare the relative reduced transition probabilities predicted by new and old theories with the predictions of the simplified delta-function alpha model
In the delta function model the relative reduced rates are proportional simply toa ratio of squares of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the radial nuclear wave functions R.
(taken
]
here from Blomqvist and Wahlborn, at a radius of 9 fm). So that these ratios will be small numbers greater than unity, the comparison rate is the 13/2+~ 5/2-(L=5), the topmost entry ln \ Table 3 . Table 4 shows the relative reduced rates from the three forms of shell-model rate theory. For the finite-size alpha theories the entries are merely squares of ratios of matrix elements from column 5 of Tables 1 and 3 . For the delta-function alpha theory, the entries are the ratios
The second factor on the r.h.s. comes from the integration over the daughter nucleus coordinates which results in this case ln a (2(2L+l))1/2 factor in the reduced amplitude. Here j is 1/2 or 2j +1 13/2, respectively.
From Table 4 we note first of all that there may be as much as an order of magnitude difference between relative rate predictions of the new theory and the delta function theory, with the old However, it may be" noted that similar predictions on the relative L mix within a given alpha grouB are made by the various theorieS.
Despite u~certainties associated with even the new normalized alpha decay rate theory, it was possible to use alpha decay branching to decide between alternative structural assignments for the radium-213
isomer.
Further extension of alpha rate theory beyond nearest neighbors
Pb shoul e done. To do so there 1S a need :or shell-model calculations including configuration mixture of unpaired protons and neutrons. .... .....
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